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REGIONAL & NATIONAL CONFERENCES


12. Fiske A. *Heritability of Fatal Suicidal Behavior Across the Lifespan in the Swedish Twin Registry.* In Evans JD (Chair), Innovative Research in Late Life Depression: From Clinical Epidemiology to Treatment Development. 62nd Annual Meeting of the Gerontological Society of America. Atlanta, GA. 2009.


32. **Zhu** M, **Li L,** **Liu X,** **Zhao D,** and **Lin W.** *Injury-Related Hospitalizations in a Rural County of Southern China, 1994-2005.* National Injury and Violence Prevention Research Conference. Atlanta, GA. 2009.


**INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES**

34. **Aghazadeh** F, **Fonseca AA,** **Nimbarte** AD, and **De Hoop** CF. *Noise Level in Forest Logging Industry and Hearing Loss of Loggers.* International Ergonomics Association Triennial Congress. Beijing, China. 2009.


36. **Cook** AM, **Wekerle** C, **MacMillan** HL, **Boyle** M, **Trocmé** N, **Goodman** D, **Leung** E, **Leslie** B, **Moody** B, and **Waechter** R. *Deliberate Self-harm and Communication in Maltreated Youth.* American Psychological Association Annual Convention. Toronto, Canada. 2009.


40. **Jack** SM, **Coben** J, **Davidov** D, Ford-Gilboe M, **MacMillan** H, and the NFP IPV Research Team. *Identifying and Responding to Intimate Partner Violence in Home Visitation.* National Community Health Nurses Conference. Calgary, Canada. 2009.


42. **Jack** SM and **Sheehan** D. *Making a Promise to Ontario Mothers to Make a Difference: The Nurse-Family Partnership Program.* Community Health Nurses Interest Group, Registered Nurses Association of Ontario Annual General Meeting. Markham, Canada. 2009.


47. MacMillan HL and Wathen CN. If, When and How to Ask the Question(s): Assessing Screening Approaches to Identifying Woman Abuse in Health Care Settings. Annual Conference of the Ontario Network of Sexual Assault/Domestic Violence Treatment Centres. Toronto, Canada. 2009.


56. **Rockett IR.** *Comorbidity and Suicide Misclassification.* Zhejiang University School of Medicine. Hangzhou, China. 2009.


